Estimating material parameters of human skin in vivo.
An accurate mathematical representation of the mechanical behaviour of human skin is essential when simulating deformations occurring in the skin during body movements or clinical procedures. In this study constitutive stress-strain relationships based on experimental data from human skin in vivo were obtained. A series of multiaxial loading experiments were performed on the forearms of four age- and gender matched subjects. The tissue geometry, together with recorded displacements and boundary forces, were combined in an analysis using finite element modelling. A non-linear optimization technique was developed to estimate values for the material parameters of a previously published constitutive law, describing the stress-strain relationship as a non-linear anisotropic membrane. Ten sets of material parameters where estimated from the experiments, showing considerable differences in mechanical behaviour both between individual subjects as well as mirrored body locations on a single subject. The accuracy of applications that simulate large deformations of human skin could be improved by using the parameters found from the in vivo experiments as described in this study.